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Use of pepsin detection to identify airways reflux
in a range of pulmonary diseases
The diagnostic test PeptestTM detects pepsin in expectorated saliva and is established as a quick and easy measure of the reflux of gastric contents responsible for
gastro-oesophageal reflux disease and extraoesophageal reflux into the laryngopharynx (1, 2).
There is evidence that reflux into the airways (lower
and upper and lungs) is responsible for aetiology or
exacerbation of a range of respiratory conditions (3–5).
We hypothesised that detection of pepsin using
PeptestTM could provide objective evidence of a contribution of airways reflux in the pathology of a range
of pulmonary diseases. In this pilot investigation, PeptestTM was used in patients presenting to the department of Pneumology and Physiology at a teaching
hospital in the Czech Republic. A saliva sample was
collected (in citric acid) and applied to a PeptestTM
diagnostic test (for Methods see ref (1); www.peptest.
co.uk). The lower limit of detection is 16 ng/mL. All
samples were tested on site at Charles University and
rated as either positive, weak positive or negative.
Our study assessed 352 patients with a range of
respiratory/pneumological diseases for the presence of
pepsin in a single expectorated saliva sample, as an
indicator of reflux. 283 patients (80%) were shown to
be pepsin positive (Table 1). There were large groups
of patients presenting with bronchial asthma, chronic
cough (CC), idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF), progressive sarcoidosis, exogenic allergic alveolitis, chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) and a small
cohort of cystic fibrosis (CF) patients. There was a
high rate of detection of pepsin by PeptestTM in these
patients ranging from 74% to 89% (Table 1). The conditions in which we showed with the greatest coexistence of reflux were IPF (89%) and CF (86%; although
only n 5 7). The data presented in this study were
comparable to previous PeptestTM pepsin detection
studies which provide additional evidence to the role
of pepsin and reflux in these lung diseases.
IPF 81.0% n 5 21 (6); 79.3% n 5 29 [Strugala, pers.
commun. after (6)]; 68% n 5 38 (7)
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CC 87.5% n 5 16 (8); 63.8% n 5 72 (9); 86.0% n 5 93
(10)
COPD 66.7% n 5 12 (11)
CF 83.3% n 5 24 [Strugala, pers. commun.]
In the normal healthy volunteer group described by
Hayat et al. (2015) there were 87 subjects with 33 having at least one sample PeptestTM positive (37.9%) (1).
Median pepsin concentration was 0.0 ng/mL (IQR 00) with a mean of 17.0 ng/mL (standard deviation
43.4) suggesting even a large, well-defined normal control group can have pepsin in expectorated saliva but
only of low concentration. The patients in this study
have significantly greater prevalence of pepsin than the
standard control population. This data highlights the
requirement for case-controlled studies in lung disease
patients.
A subset of patients was noted as to whether they
were prescribed proton pump inhibitor (PPI) medication. In the diseases investigated the use of PPI did
not impact on the likelihood of detecting pepsin with
PeptestTM.
Asthma – 78% on PPI/81% off PPI
Chronic cough – 80% on PPI/82% off PPI
Interstitial disease (interstitial pulmonary fibrosis,
progressive sarcoidosis, exogenic allergic alveolitis)
– 76% on PPI/83% off PPI
This data suggests that the use of PPI medication in
lung disease to prevent overt reflux or aspiration may
be of limited benefit. Data using 24 h pHmetry with
impedance in 73 lung disease patients that were
PeptestTM positive, however, did confirm that the use
of PPI medication significantly reduced the number of
patients with acidic reflux (pH < 4.0) (41.4% on PPI
and 79.5% off PPI; P < 0.01 Fisher’s exact test) and
also exhibiting proximal oesophageal reflux (24.0% on
PPI and 52.5% off PPI; P < 0.05 Fisher’s exact test) but
even so pepsin was clearly detected.
In conclusion, in the pulmonary conditions that we
evaluated 4 out 5 patients showed evidence of reflux or
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Table 1. Demographic and PeptestTM results of pulmonary patients

Disease
Chronic cough
Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis
Progressive sarcoidosis
Bronchial asthma
Exogenic allergic alveolitis
Chronic obstructive
Pulmonary disease
Cystic fibrosis

Patients
number

Gender
number
male/female

Age mean (yr)
(range)

PeptestTM results
number
positive/negative

PeptestTM %
positive

78
55
46
102
27
37

33M/45F
27M/28F
14M/32F
37M/65F
10M/17F
22M/15F

54.3
63.0
54.7
50.7
53.8
63.8

601/182
491/62
341/122
831/192
221/52
291/82

77%
89%
74%
81%
82%
78%

7

3M/4F

61/12

86%

aspiration of gastric contents using detection of pepsin
in expectorated saliva using PeptestTM. Pepsin was
detected even in patient’s prescribed PPI medication
that clearly influenced acid secretion but not reflux of
pepsin. Reflux above the upper oesophageal sphincter
and into the airways may not be causative of these
investigated conditions but the presence of damaging
pepsin will certainly be a negative influence that may
increase disease severity or reduce the impact of pulmonary medication/therapy.
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